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Abstract
X-ray CT used for dimensional measurement has been attractive due to its nature of visualizing not only external features of an
object to be measured but also internal features. Various influencing characteristics have been studied to establish the
metrological traceability and to improve the practical performance. These include e.g. spatial resolution, especially under a
condition with lower image contrast. A novel design of a material standard which provides quantitative evaluation possibility
of resolution performance under low contrast condition of X-ray CT is proposed. The material standard consists of a tab to be
filled with liquid continuously variable in its density, and a number of solid cylinders finished for the surface and the form to
be submerged into the tab, which have both a number of discretely variable dimensions and discretely variable X-ray
absorption. As the result of the combination, desired low contrast density boundary around the cylinders can be realized. This
paper presents the design features of the material standard and the experimental results obtained on a dimensional X-ray CT.
The preliminary test results demonstrate possibility of the material standard for testing some of performance of dimensional Xray CT.
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1 Introduction
Use of industrial X-ray CT has been expanded due to advancement of performance of the instruments and spread of digital
manufacturing across the globe. Particularly dimensional X-ray CT is further expected to become not only an alternative but
also a breakthrough to realize non-destructive three dimensional geometric measurements for both external and internal
features of industrial products and the parts [1].
Within various performance indices of dimensional X-ray CT, spatial resolution or the detectability of X-ray CT can be
recognized as a conventional subject [2]. Different from X-ray CT for medical usage, typical applications of industrial X-ray
CT usually show relatively higher contrast in the reconstructed volume image. Therefore extremely low contrast range, which
is concern on medical and biological usage of X-ray CT, doesn’t have to be considered. However, existing material standard
designs for testing spatial resolution usually focus in relatively high contrast range. It recalls motivation of authors to propose a
novel material standard design for testing spatial resolution performance of industrial X-ray CT in relatively lower contrast
range with ease to use.
Authors propose a material standard design composed of cylinder features and liquid medium continuously adjustable for its
density. The cylinders are prepared with several different materials and several different sizes in combination. The liquid
medium having density range from 1 g/cm3 up to 3.1 g/cm3 is chosen. As the consequence, contrast noise ratio (CNR) arbitrary
between +40 down to -10 can be realized in case the material standard is applied to high energy X-ray CT.
The proposed material standard is prototyped and experimentally scanned by using a conventional 6 MV X-ray CT with fan
beam configuration to observe its basic function. Although difficulty in evaluating detectability in quantitative sense under a
very low contrast condition can be pointed out, benefit resulted by the proposed material standard for it to be able to realize
testing capability of spatial resolution or detectability of dimensional X-ray CT under relatively lower contrast range is
believed to be demonstrated.

2 Design and realization of material standard
Several different material standards designed for testing spatial resolution of X-ray CT have commercially been available. The
typical structure may be composed of a bead, a wire, or a line pair held in a medium having relatively low density. In case the
structure is once molded in the medium, it is difficult for users of the material standard to vary dimension of the feature and
difference in attenuation of X-ray in the respective material which build contrast with in reconstructed volume image. Major
issues in designing a material standard to be used for testing spatial resolution performance of X-ray CT can be:
 Selection of feature and structure suitable for spatial resolution and detectability, and
 Intended contrast range and the adjustment possibility to vary contrast in reconstructed volume image.
Contrast in X-ray CT image under a specific measurement condition, including the X-ray energy, is attributed to difference of
linear attenuation coefficient between two materials [2]. A possibility to realize the intended contrast is to put two solid
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materials each having different X-ray attenuation coefficients side by side. Some existing designs have adopted it, e.g. by
molding small feature made of dense material into resin or similar [3, 4]. The other possibility may be to replace one of the
materials by liquid [5] although preceding study focuses on medical and clinical usage. It is advantageous to realize a material
standard which may provide variety of different contrast values by varying density of the liquid. Several candidates for heavy
liquid may be found if toxicity was not questioned, e.g. Bromoform (density up to 2.9), Methylene Iodide (up to 3.3),
Tetrabromoethane (up to 3.9), or Clerici solution (up to 5). Certainly it is desirable to have atoxic heavy liquid for safe and
ease to use, and Sodium Poly Tungstate (SPT) has been chosen. Its density can easily be adjusted in the range from 1 up to 3.1
by varying the proportion in water solution. It is noted that preparation of SPT water solution is relatively easy and the
succeeding adjustment of the density can also easily be performed by using a commercially available density measuring
instrument.
Materials of the cylindrical features are determined in accordance with the possible density range realized by PST water
solution, i.e. Polyethylene (PE) (density 0.98), Polyphenylenesulfide (PPS) (density 1.35), Boron Nitride (BN) (density 2.1),
Macor (density 2.52), Aluminum (Al) (density 2.8), and Titanium (Ti) (density 4.5). The representative specification of the
prototyped material standard is summarized in Table 1.

Table 1 Representative specification of prototyped material standard.
Size of cylindrical features to be detected by X-ray CT is determined. Typical resolution performance of MV class X-ray CT
may reach around 0.5 or up to 1 line pair by the modulation transfer function with 50% threshold. Range in size of cylinders to
be prepared for the material standard is determined to cover from 10 mm down to 0.5 mm in diameter.
The cylindrical features are allocated on the base plate of the material standard having the maximum pitch circle diameter of
100 mm in rotation symmetric manner as depicted in Fig. 1. The base plate is so designed as the cylindrical features to be
submerged into the tub which can be filled with SPT water solution or with the air.

Fig. 1 Overview of cylindrical features allocated on base plate of prototyped material standard.
Figure 2 shows photographs of the assembled material standard with: 1) the air, 2) water, and 3) SPT water solution having
density of 1.08 respectively. It is noted that submerging operation of cylindrical features allocated on the base plate of the
material standard into SPT water solution may not cause problem of air bubble potentially adhered around the cylinder feature
even in case of SPT water solution density to be exceeding 3.0.
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Fig. 2 Prototyped material standard assembled by cylindrical features submerged in medium with different density.

3 Preliminary experiment
A preliminary test measurement of the prototyped material standard is performed by using a conventional high energy X-ray
CT with beam energy of 6 MV. The representative specification of the X-ray CT system is summarized in Table 2.

Table 2 Representative specification of X-ray CT used for preliminary experiment.
To perform a series of preliminary experiment, SPT water solution density is determined as depicted in Table 3. The
representative operational condition for the experiment is as shown in Table 4.

Table 3

Table 4

SPT water solution density for adopted for experiment

Representative operational condition of experiment.

3.1 Reconstructed image of prototyped material standard
The experimentally scanned and reconstructed images are shown in Fig. 3. Respective figures depict the volume image sliced
along a plane perpendicular to the nominal axis of the cylinder features installed in the prototyped material standard. The plane
is nominally perpendicular to the rotation axis of the X-ray CT as well. It is seen that background brightness in the material
standard increases as density of liquid medium around the cylinder features increases. Most bright circles around the top of the
image correspond to the cylindrical features made of Ti, and counter clockwise to Al, Macor, BN, PPS, and PE respectively.
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Fig. 3 Experimentally obtained scan image of prototyped material standard with different medium densities.

3.2 Evaluation by signed contrast noise ratio
Signed contrast noise ratio defined by equation (1) is evaluated on respective reconstructed image of the prototyped material
standard with different SPT water solution density.
寵脹塚銚鎮尿尼禰賑認日尼如 貸寵脹塚銚鎮尿賑匂日祢尿
(1)
鯨系軽迎陳銚痛勅追沈銚鎮 噺
鉄
鉄
謬蹄尿尼禰賑認日尼如
袋蹄尿賑匂日祢尿

Where 系劇懸欠健陳銚痛勅追沈銚鎮 is averaged CT value collected in the area corresponding to the cylinder features with the size of 10 mm
in diameter. The bounding circular area for the averaging operation is 7 mm in the diameter to exclude fluctuating portion.
系劇懸欠健陳勅鳥沈通陳 is averaged CT values collected in the area corresponding the background medium close to the cylinder in
interest and having square area of 12.8 mm by 12.8 mm. 購陳銚痛勅追沈銚鎮 and 購陳銚痛勅追沈銚鎮 are standard deviation of the CT values.
Figure 4 summarizes the experimental result of signed contrast noise ratio in respect of medium density of SPT water solution.
It is seen that the SCNR values in the range from +43 down to -12 is realized by using the prototyped material standard.
Although plots are sparse in the figure, it is noticed that arbitrary contrast value can easily be adjusted by controlling density of
the medium.

Fig. 4 Summarized result of signed contrast noise ratio plotted with respect to medium density.
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4 Conclusion
A design of material standard for testing low contrast resolution and detectability suitable for MV class high energy X-ray CT
is proposed. The prototyped material standard is realized and scanned by using a conventional high energy X-ray CT. Benefit
resulted by the proposed material standard for it to be able to realize testing capability of spatial resolution of high energy Xray CT under relatively lower contrast range is believed to be demonstrated.
Succeeding study will be continued for evaluating spatial and contrast detectability based on analysis of modulation transfer
function although difficulty in evaluating detectability stably under a very low contrast condition can be pointed out.
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